CSC clients perform business in cyberspace with Cyberconfidence™. CSC delivers a practical, comprehensive, and efficient approach to cybersecurity risk management that keeps pace with today’s dynamic risk landscape.

A NECESSITY FOR CHANGE
Ever-increasing security budget pressures, limited skilled resources, tightening regulatory mandates, and a continuously escalating threat landscape have stretched traditional security programs to their limits. Alternative models are required.

AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT
Managed Security Services are increasingly being considered an essential element in a contemporary enterprise security program – key to achieving Cyberconfidence™.

As a compelling alternative to self-management and appropriate to organizations of all size and complexity CSC’s Managed Security Services deliver on a promise of:

- Improved security protection
- 24x7 coverage
- Access to specialized solutions and skills
- Reduced cost and complexity
- Retained value from legacy investments
- Agility in deploying new business solutions
- Enhanced situational awareness and global threat intelligence
- Optimized reporting for audit support and decision making

CSC today is one of only a few vendor-independent Managed Security Services Providers for mid-market and large enterprises integrating the best available tools from a broad spectrum of leading vendors with its own intellectual property.

CSC’s integrated security operations centers across the globe provide a holistic set of offerings addressing security needs ranging from core monitoring and management functions to the most advanced analytics and state-of-the-art cyber protection.

CSC’s Managed Security Services enable the most efficient transformation of an enterprise security state and “future-proof” with the ability to continually adapt as business needs and associated risks change.

CSC’S CLIENTS BENEFIT FROM:

- Experience gained from a sustained record of performance in some of the world’s most sophisticated environments
- Access to best available tools from leading vendors combined with CSC intellectual property
- Vertical expertise ensuring specific knowledge of risk and compliance issues
- Transparency, retained operational visibility and key performance metrics through CSC’s Security Dashboard
- Flexibility to work collaboratively in either “co-source” or outsource capacity
- Consultative risk advisory and security assessment expertise to better align costs with risk
- History of strong financial performance and excellence in service delivery
A NEW ERA A NEW APPROACH

Organizations do not have a single risk profile. Some aspects of the business are lower risk while others are of extremely high value and require the most advanced protection available. Traditional Managed Security Services have applied the same level of security across an enterprise resulting in either too much cost in protecting lower value assets or not enough security where it is really needed.

CSC’s services tiers reflect an evolutionary step in the delivery of Managed Security Services transforming traditional delivery modes into multifaceted and integrated packages that are delivered at differentiated levels depending on the specific needs of the organization. As needs change our services evolve to ensure the “right protection at the right place.”

CSC enables our clients to:

- Ease the transition from self-management
- Enhance core security functions and establish a strong security foundation
- Extend to context-specific security and better align spending with risk
- Elevate to advanced state of the art cyber protection and continuous monitoring
- Action situational awareness and threat intelligence from an expanded domain

CSC ENHANCE: Addresses the foundational security functions common to most organizations. Through design, integration and economies of scale CSC delivers enhanced efficiency and effectiveness at the core while setting a solid platform for an evolution to context specific and advanced security.

CSC EXTEND: Builds upon enhanced core functions to become more business and risk specific. Threat assessment services are applied to better understand specific risks, obligations, and gaps. A suite of extended risk appropriate managed services are deployed. Threat intelligence, advanced analytics and situational awareness are introduced at this tier.

CSC ELEVATE: Applies advanced security to the highest value assets and solves the most complex and sophisticated issues. Advanced malware protection and forensics, global threat intelligence, and governance, risk and compliance (GRC) functions are introduced at this tier.